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KODAK"
Is our registered and common-

law trade-mark and cannot

be rightfully applied except

to goods of our manufacture.

When a dealer tries to sell

you a camera or films or other

goods not of our manufacture

under the Kodak name, you

can be sure that he has an

inferior article that he is try

ing to market on the Kodak

reputation, and he also makes

himself liable to suit by us

for damages and injunction.

If it isrit an Eastman,

it isn't a /\orf(i/s
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The Simple, Kodak Way
HE first Kodak made the actual taking
of the photograph, the pressing of the

button, a simple matter.

Today, Kodakery has been simpli
fied in every detail. The daylight-

loading film cartridge has made it

an easy matter to load the Kodak

anywhere at any time. The Kodak Film Tank has

made it a perfectly simple process for the novice

to develop his films without the use of a dark room

and do it more perfectly than could an expert

by the old dark room method. The transparent, non-

curling Kodak film and Velox paper have made the

finishing of prints a simple delight. The dark room is

absolutely eliminated. All chemicals come ready pre

pared ; the carefully written instruction books explain

briefly but clearly every step of picture making. One by
one the difficulties have been cleared away. Kodak

means photography with the bother left out.

And then ! If you wish only to press the button, if

you prefer not to develop or print, the old offer "You

press the button; we do the rest" not only holds good
so far as we are concerned, but there are thousands of
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others, the world over, who will do your picture finishing
for you.

But it is not alone in simplification that Kodak

has progressed. Its scope has marvelously increased.

Faster lenses and faster film have made shorter exposures

possible in taking speed pictures, and have even made

slow snap-shots a simple matter on grey days, that, a

few years ago, would have required a time exposure.

Kodak film has remarkable orthochromatic quality, /. e.,
it gives truer color values, does not photograph blue as

white or yellows and reds as black, as do the ordinary
films and plates. But above all is the dependability
of Kodak film the certainty with which it gives
the best possible results from every exposure the

latitude which makes up in a remarkable degree for

errors on the part of the amateur of giving too much

or too little exposure.

Kodak covers the whole field of personally made

pictures in a simple, practical way. The Folding Pockel

Kodaks, differing little except in size, are, perhaps, besl

suited to the average man or woman. Convenient for

touring, ever ready for a home portrait, efficient for either

kind of work, moderate in price, they are the standard in

hand camera values the world over. The Nos. 3 and 3A

Special Kodaks are equally simple and with their high

speed lenses are instruments of wonderful capabilities,
while the Speed Kodaks not only cover the spe< ial field

of their own, which their name indicates, but are perfei

practical for every kind of work thai any hand camera

will do, from photographing the baby to catching a

humming bird on the wing.
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And then there are the Brownies. Like the Kodaks

they load in daylight with Kodak film cartridges ; they
are made in Kodak factories by Kodak workmen and

must undergo the thorough system of Kodak inspection.

They are simple in construction, but are carefully made

in every detail. They stand the supreme test they work.

This is our twenty-third year of making Kodak pro

ducts, our thirty-first year in making photographic goods.
Whatever is best, whatever is practical in photography is

at the command of our customers. Simplify, simplify,

simplify this has been our aim and, in combination with

quality and dependability, has been the foundation of

the Kodak reputation.

And now, if you please, just a word of warning. So

great has the reputation of Kodak become that there are

those who would wrongfully trade upon it. Genuine

Kodak goods are made only by the Eastman Kodak

Company. Look for the name
"
Eastman

"

on the goods,

taking especial care in the purchase of films, particularly
when traveling, that no inferior substitute is thrust upon

you. Look for
"

N. C." on the carton and
"

Kodak" on

the spool end.

If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Rochester, New York

"The Kodak City"
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Automatic Shutters

Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter

This shutter embodies a new principle in shutter construc

tion, operating with remarkable smoothness and precision. The

leaves are made in five segments,

mounted entirely on ball bearings, and

open and close in the form of a star,

admitting a much larger amount of

light in the same space of time than

any other type of shutter. The smooth,

frictionless action of this shutter makes

it possible to work it with a bulb of

half the ordinary size. It has variable

indicated speeds of ^V, -^ and T^ second, and operates for bulb

or time exposures.

Is automatic in action and has iris diaphragm. Is also fitted

with indicator for registering each exposure as made.

Supplied with Folding Pocket Kodaks, Nos. IA Special, 3,

3A and 4.

Pocket Automatic Shutter

This shutter has star-shaped opening and is automatic in

action. For snap-shots, a single pressure of the lever makes

the exposure. When set at "B", the

shutter opens at our pressure and

closes when released. At " T ", One

pressure opens the shutter and another

closes it. Fitted with iris diaphragm

stops and regularly supplied with Nos.

I and IA Folding Poi kel Kodaks,
and Nos. 2 and 2A Folding Po< ket

Brovi nies
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Automatic Shutters

F. P. K. Automatic Shutter

This shutter is always set, works with either bulb or

finger release for time, bulb or snap-shot exposures. When

set at I pressure on release makes

instantaneous exposure of 3V of a

second. When set at "B", the shut

ter opens at one pressure and closes

when released. At "T", one pres

sure opens the shutter and another

closes it.

This shutter is fitted with iris

diaphragm stops, graduated from No. 4 to 128.

Supplied on the Nos. 3 and 3A Folding Brownies.

Compound Shutter

The Compound Shutter is an automatic and setting shutter

combined. Automatically, either time or bulb exposures ma\ be

made, while it may be set for speeds of from 1 to T^, ^his and

. !,,, second, according to size of shutter. The shutter leaves are

formed of segments opening in star shape, giving even illumina

tion over the entire plate the instant the exposure is started,

and an iris diaphragm is supplied for

stopping clown.

Case is made of aluminum, and

accurate adjustments can be made

with the shutter in any position.

Regularly supplied on the Nos. 3

and 3A Special Kodaks and as a special

equipment with the Nos. IA Spei ial,

3, 3A, 4 and 4A Folding Kodaks.
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Kodak Automatic Shutter and

Kodak Autotime Scale

The Kodak Automatic Shutter is carefully adjusted for time, bulb
and instantaneous exposures. It is also graduated for fractional parts

of a second, and is unusually accurate

upon all its speeds.
This shutter is regularly fitted with

the Kodak Autotime Scale and is supplied
as a special equipment on the Nos. IA

Special, 3, 3A and 4 Folding Pocket

Kodaks.

The Kodak Autotime Scale greatly
reduces the liability of error in exposure,
as it automatically indicates the proper

time and stop opening for subjects under

any condition of outdoor photography.
It is exceedingly simple to use. The

speed indicator is merely set at the

point on the scale indicating the kind of light prevailing ami

the diaphragm indicator at the point indicating the character of the

subject. No calculations are necessary.
These scales are also supplied at a nominal charge [oi the

following shutters, and will be found a very great convenience. They
can be readily attached by any amateur in a lew moments. Always
order by number.

Style A. For use with Kodak Ball Bearing shutter, 2}4 x ' 't ""' :;'-t v I 'i

Style AA. For use with Kodak Ball Bearing shutter, 3^ n "> ' and I k5

Style B. For use with F. P. K. Automatic, 2% x 4% and 8 '., \ I ', , No. I S. V

(Blair or Premo) Automatic, or No. 1 B. & L. S. V. Automatic shutl

Style BB. For use with F. 1'. K. Automata ,

3# x r.';, and 4 x 5, No. 'J S. Y. (Blaii oi

Premo) Automatic, or No. '_' I!. tV 1,. S. V.

Automatic shutters

Style C. For use with Kodak Automata

shutter, 3# x 4#.
Style CC. For use with Kodak Automatii

shutter, ". '

,
\ 5^ and 4 x .">.

Style 1 >. I'ci use with B. & I .. An a

Century Automatic shutters, SJ4 \ I 'A .

Style DU. For use with B. & L. Automatii

and i Yntm v A utomatii shutters, -'U4 x

I IK I l \ 5.

Style ll H ' Foi use with B. & L. Auto-

matic- shutter, I ', x tij^.
Autotime S( ale, any style, ,si.OO.
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This, the smallest of the Kodaks, is designed for those who wish

a compact folding camera, which can be easily carried in the pocket
and which will make pictures without the necessity of focusing or

estimating distances.

Upon opening the camera the front springs automatically into

position, ready at once for making pictures of objects at any distance.
A reversible finder makes composition easy, and slight pressure of

the shutter lever makes the exposure.

When closed the bed folds over front and bellows, concealing
all adjustments, and the camera can then be very conveniently
carried in any coat pocket. The lens is a meniscus achromatic of

the best quality, and camera is made of aluminum, with best seal

grain leather covering and nickeled fittings. With the aid of a Kodak

Portrait Attachment this camera will make good size bust portraits.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2% x 3^ inches. Capacity, 12 ex

posures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 0^ x S% x 1$4 inches.

Weight, 16 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 4-inch focus.

Shutter, Pocket Automatic. (See page G). Brilliant reversible finder.

The Price

No. 1 F. P. K., with meniscus achromatic lens, Pocket Automatic shutter #10.00
Blaek Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap 1.25

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 2% x 3# 40

Ditto, G exposures 20

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50
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This model is identical in construction and operation with the

No. 1, differing only in the size of the pictures which it takes

2^2 x 4^. And this is one of the most popular of amateur sizes,

as the shape of the picture is particularly pleasing for horizontal

landscape composition, for full and three-quarter length portraits and

for bust pictures when the camera is fitted with the Kodak Portrait

Attachment.

Like the No. 1, this camera requires no focusing, it may be i arried

in any coat pocket without trouble, and it is always ready for action.

Made of aluminum, with fine seal grain covering and highly
nickeled fittings, it has a pleasing appearance which will appeal t" the

most fastidious.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2Tj x 4T^ inches. Capacity, 12 ex

posures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 7^ x 3]/% x J x_\ ini hes.

Weight, 20 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 5-inch focus. Shuttei .

Pocket Automatic. (See page 0). Brilliant reversible finder,

The I'rice

No. IA Folding Pocket Kodak, with meniscus achromatic lens, Pocket

A utomatic shutter $12.00
Black Sole Leathei Case, with shouldei si rap L.29

N. C. Film Cartridge, L2 exposures, 2^ \ I1, ,50

Ditto, 6 exposures ,25

Kodak Portrait Attachment ..">n
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So very popular is the 2^ x 4^ size, that a Kodak of finest

quality for such pictures is a matter of course.

This model is regularly fitted with the finest R. R. lens and

Kodak Ball Bearing shutter, while it will accommodate anastigmat
lenses when desired.

And although suitable for the most serious work, it slips easily
into the pocket and may be readily operated by the beginner.

The box is made of aluminum, with finest quality leather covering
and nickeled fittings. Compact, inexpensive, effective, it is a splendid
instrument for daylight-all-the-way photography.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2^ x 4^ inches. Capacity, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 8x2x3^ inches.

Weight, 23 ounces. Lens, double combination, rapid rectilinear,

speed, f. 8, focal length, 5 inches. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing.
(See page 6). Automatic focusing lock. Two tripod sockets.

Brilliant reversible finder.

The Price

No. IA F. P. K. Special, R. R. lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter . . $15.00

Ditto, with Kodak Automatic shutter and Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens,/: 6.3 40.50

i, with Compound shutter, highest speed -%1-q second 40.30

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap 1.25

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 2j^ x % .50

Ditto, 0 exposures .25

Kodak Portrait Attachment .50
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No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak

This model, made for one of the most popular sizes of amateur

pictures, is equipped to meet the requirements of the most

advanced photographer under all conditions of general amateur

photography. And while it makes larger pictures than any of the

preceding Kodaks, it can be carried as conveniently in the ordinary
coat pocket and operates as simply, even in

the hands of the inexperienced.

The optical equipment deserves especial

consideration. The regular lens is a Rapid

Rectilinear the best that money can buy
outside of the anastigmats and an auto

matic focusing lock is provided for bringing
the lens to instant focus for any distance.

The shutter is the new ball bearing type, with star-shaped leaves

a construction that admits the passage of considerably more

light in a given time than does either the ordinary two-winged

shutter or common type of iris diaphragm shutter. This is a most

important feature in making quick exposures in dull lights.

A rising, falling and sliding front a great convenient

architectural photography is part of the regular equipment, ami

dry plates may be used by the addition of a simple plate adaptei
This is constructed to take double plate holders, has focusing

screen, and is interchangeable with the regular Kodak back.

(Sec similar back illustrated, page 111).

This Kodak is especially recommended to those who wish

to make lantern slides from their negatives, as the si/e :'. '

,

\ \y{ is just right lor slide -making without either enlarge
ment or reduction.

BOX and bed are of aluminum, covering is seal -ram leather

of the finest quality, metal parts are highl) nickeled, and the

instrument is handsomel) finished throughout.
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No. 3 Folding
Pocket Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, S% x 4^ inches. Capacity, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 1 1/2 x.Al/2 xl^ inches.

Weight, 23 ounces. Lens, double combination, rapid rectilinear,

speed, /". 8, focal length, 5 inches. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing.
(See page 6). Rising and sliding front. Two tripod sockets.

Brilliant reversible finder with hood. Automatic focusing lock.

The Price

No. 3 F. P. K., R. R. lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter #17.50
Ditto, with Kodak Automatic shutter 22 50

Ditto, with Kodak Automatic shutter and Zeiss Kodak anastigmat
lens,/. 6.3 . 13.00

Ditto, with Compound shutter, highest speed tjI^ second 4S.su

Black Sole Leather Case, with strap 1.25
Combination Back, for '6% x 4% plates 3.50

Double Glass Plate Holder, 3# x 4# LOO

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 3 '( x I '4 .70

Ditto, 6 exposures .:!.">

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, t exposures .2.")

Kodak Portrait Attachment ,50

L3
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No. 3 Special Kodak

Our judgment in offering a richly finished, anastigmat

equipped camera was thoroughly vindicated last year, in the case

of the No. 3A Special Kodak, for no sooner had the cameras

appeared, than they were sold faster than we could make them,

and there arose also a demand for an

identical camera for 3^ x4^ pictures.

The No. 3 Special Kodak meets this

demand fully. It has all the conveniences

and the general size and weight of the

regular No. 3. But instead of the usual

R. R. lens, it is fitted with the Zeiss

Kodak Anastigmat lens and Compound
shutter. The shutter works for time and bulb exposures and

has a range of instantaneous exposures, up to ^}>V) of a second

a speed which the Zeiss Kodak lens easily accommodates,

giving this Kodak a very decided advantage o\er the ordinar)
camera.

Designed to meet any and all conditions, ever) detail of the

camera is in keeping with its high grade lens and shutter equip

ment. It has rising, falling and sliding front, reversible finder,

spirit level, and a rack and pinion for focusing. This last is

especially useful for focusing when the camera is loaded with

plates, as may be easily done by securing a combination back,

which is interchangeable with the regular back on the Kodak.

This is provided with focusing screen.

A supplementary focusing stale fur plates is also supplied

on the camera, so thai when using plates, one can focus on the

ground glass or by scale, as preferred.

Covered with genuine Persian morocco, with nickeled fitting,

and rich black leather bellows, it is truly a quality camera the

finest and most efficient forSjS^ \ I1, pictures that mone} can buy.
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No. 3

Special Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3}( x ^/i inches. Capacity V2

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, ly& x 4^2 x 8 inches.

Weight, 32 ounces. Lens, Zeiss Kodak anastigmat, speed, f. 6.3,
focal length, 5 inches. Shutter, Compound. (See page 7). Two

tripod sockets. Brilliant reversible finder, with hood. Spirit level.

1 >ouble focusing scale for use with either film or plates. Rack and

pinion for focusing.

The Price

No. .'! Spet ial Kodak, Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens, /'. 6.3, Compound
shutter, highest speed ^^7 second $52.00

Grain Leather, Velvet Lined Case, with strap 2.75

Combination Back 4.00

Double Glass Plate Holders, 3# x 4#, each 1.00

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 expo u j x4){ 70

Ditto, 6 exposures .35

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, 4 exposures ,25

Kodak Portrait Attachment .50
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No. 3A Folding Pocket Kodak

The thorough equipment of this model, the case with which

it may be operated, its attractive appearance, and the artistic

proportions of the pictures which it takes, has made the 3A

Folding Pocket Kodak the most popular of all cameras.

It is fitted with Kodak Ball Bear

ing shutter, which makes it especiall)
effective for instantaneous work, and

the best R. R.lens obtainable outside of

the anastigmats. It has rising, sliding
and falling front, automatic focusing

lock, and reversible finder. And while

thus equipped for the most serious

work, it can be effectively handled even by the absolute no\ -

The size of pictures made with this model is generally

preferred, not only on account of its applicability to post-card

photography, but also for the unusualK effective landscape views

which it yields horizontally, and the beautifully proportioned lull

length portraits, vertically.

The Kodak Por

trait Attachment will

make this an excellent

camera for home por

traiture, while dry

plates may be used at

any time by means of

a combination back,

interchangeable with
,,, ....,.,

Showing Combination Lai U with l

the regular back. This

may be secured from an) dealer, It is fitted with ground -lass

focusing screen and accommodates double plate holders.

Covered with fine seal grain leather, with nickeled fittings, it

is a camera which will instanth attracl the eye b) its beauty.

16
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No. 3A Folding
Pocket Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3^ x 5^ inches. Capacity, in

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 9^ x4^ x lj4 inches.

Weight, 41 ounces. Lens, double combination, rapid rectilinear, speed,
/. 8, focal length, 6}4 inches. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing. (See
page G). Two tripod sockets. Brilliant reversible finder with hood.

Automatic focusing lock.

The Price

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, R. R. lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter jjSL'n.oo

Ditto, with Kodak Automatic shutter 25.00

Ditto,with Compound shutter, highest speed ,,', second, and Zeiss Kodak

ligmat lens, /. 6.3 61.40

Black Sole Leather Case, with strap 1.50

Combination Back .'!..">n

I >oul>le Glass Plate Holders, Z% x5^,each LOO

N. C. Film Cartridge, 10 exposures, Z% x h]A\ 70

Ditto, 6 exposures ,40

I >iu o, "double-two" cartridge, I exposures .:',()

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50
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No. 3A Special Kodak

That photography is a serious art among amateur photo

graphers, and that they are quick to take advantage of every

help which means greater progress in their art is well illustrated

by the remarkable sales of the 3A Special Kodak since its

introduction last year.

With its high speed shutter and

Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens, it

offers the photographer an equipment
for work of the very highest quality.
And this without sacrifice of the

underlying principle of Kodak sim

plicity, for no special experieni i

necessary to operate it effectively.

Making the same popular size picture as the regular 3A, it

conforms in general size and design with that instrument. It

has the same advantages of rising, falling and sliding I rout,

reversible finder, and automatic clamp. In addition, it has the

anastigmat lens and high speed shutter equipment, a rack and

pinion for focusing, a spirit level, and is superbly finish, d

It is covered with Persian morocco oi the very finest quality,
which, in combination with the black leather bellows, nickeled

fittings and pleasing proportions of the instrument, prodn

very handsome, rich appearani e.

A double focusing scale is supplied, the one for film, the

other for plates, as dry plates can be used in this Kodak b\

means of a combination back (supplied extra), and which is

interchangeable with the regular back.

The last word in photographs perfection the 3A Special
Kodak is indispensable for those who demand the highest <|ualil\

in e\ e| \ I eat ure.

18
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No. 3A

Special Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3^ x hyi inches. Capacity, 10

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 9^4 x 4^ x 2 inches.

Weight, 42 ounces. Lens, Zeiss Kodak anastigmat, speed, f. 6.3,
focal length, Qyi inches. Shutter, Compound. (See page 7). Two

tripod sockets. Brilliant reversible finder, with hood. Spirit level.

Double focusing scale for use with either film or plates. Rack and

pinion for focusing.

The Price

3A Special Kodak, Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens, f. 6.3, Compound
shutter, highest speed ^fa second $65.00

Grain Leather, Velvet Lined Case, with strap ;;.()( I

Combination Back 4.00

Double Glass Plate Holders, 31/ x b]/2, each L.00

N. C. Film Cartridge, 10 exposures, 3^ x ^Yz .70
hn to, 6 exposures 40

Ditto, "double-two
"

cartridge, 4 exposures .30

19
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No. 4 Folding Pocket Kodak

The 4x5 picture is the largest of the standard amateur sizes.

Its shape is suitable for composition of any character, either

in the vertical or horizontal position, and the comparatively large
size of all objects in the composition has made it a favorite with

thousands of amateur photographers.

And the Folding Pocket Kodak

No. 4 provides the amateur with an

instrument for such pictures, so light
and compact that it may be carried in

a top coat pocket, and offering all the

advantages of the 3 and 3A models.

Its splendid lens and ball bearing
shutter give it a great efficiency for snap-shot photography,
while a rising, falling and sliding front, automatic focusing lock

and two tripod sockets make it equally effective for work of

the most exacting character.

Fitted with Kodak Portrait Attachment it will produce large

bust portraits of the highest quality, as the camera may then

be focused as close as 2 feet 8 inches to the subject. And,

if desired, a plate adapter with focusing screen, taking double

plate holders, may be substituted in place of the regular back,

adapting the Kodak for the use of dry plates.

No. 4 Folding Pocket Kodak retains all the Kodak simplicity
and ease of operation. No previous experience is necessary to

secure good pictures with it. It can be readily used b\ the

beginner for daylight-all-the-way photography.

Idie camera bod) is made of aluminum, covered with the finest

quality black seal grain leather. Constructed with the usual

Kodak skill, and beautifully finished, this instrument will appeal

to both novice and seasoned expert.
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Folding
Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 4x5 inches. Capacity, 12 exposures

without reloading. Size of Kodak, 9x5^ x 2){ inches. Weight,
2 pounds 11 ounces. Lens, double combination, rapid rectilinear,

speed, f. 8, focal length, l/2 inches. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing.
(See page 6). Two tripod sockets. Brilliant reversible finder.

Automatic focusing lock.

The Price

No. 4 F. P. K., R. R. lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter #20.00

Ditto, with Kodak Automatic shutter 25.00

I )itto, with Compound shutter, highest speed 2 J0- second, and Zeiss Kodak

anas.tigmat lens, /. 6.3 61.40

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap L50
Glass Plate Adapter, 4 x 5, with ground glass 3.50

Double Glass Plate holders, 4 x 5, each 1.00

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 4x5 90

0, 6 exposures .45

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge,-! exposures .:>)

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50
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No. 4A Folding Kodak

Many amateurs prefer pictures even larger than the 4 x 5

size, and for these the 4A Kodak provides a thoroughly

satisfactory instrument for 4^ x 6}4 pictures. It combines all

the advantages of the preceding models in a camera that is very

light and compact, considering the

large size picture it makes.

So convenient that it may be

readily used for snap-shots, it is

suitable likewise for work of the most

serious character. It has rising, falling

and sliding front, rack and pinion
attachment for instant focusing, and

two tripod sockets for horizontal or

vertical use with tripod.

The lens is a rapid rectilinear and is the best obtainable

outside of the anastigmats. The shutter is a double valve,

.automatic, working for time, bulb, instantaneous and retarded

exposures. The regular finder is a brilliant reversible, but adirei I

view finder maybe fitted to the box for specially quick, accurate

snap-shot work with the Kodak held on a level with the -

One of the special features of this instrument is its

adaptability to home portraiture. Fitted with the Kodak

Portrait Attachment it will make bust portraits up to the lull

size of the film, as it may be operated as close as ;D_. feet to the

subject. A plate adapter with focusing screen, interchangeable
with the regular back, will permit the use of dry plates il desired.

With all these advantages, the instrument retains the usual

Kodak simplicity and ease of operation. There is nothing in its

construction which cannot be easily understood by the merest

beginner. Made oi aluminum, with nickeled fittings and genuine

[eathei < OS ei ing oi beautiful -rain.
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No. 4A

odak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 4^ x G^ inches. Capacity, 6

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 11 x Gj4 x 2^j inches.
Weight, 4 pounds 4 ounces. Lens, double combination, rapid rectili

near, speed,/. 8, focal length, 8}{ inches. Shutter, B. & L. Automatic.

Rising and sliding front. Rack and pinion for focusing. Two tripod
sockets. Brilliant reversible finder with hood.

The Price

No. 4A F. Kodak, R. R. lens, B. & L. Automatic shutter $85.00
Ditto, with Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens, f. 6.8 72.50

Ditto, with Compound shutter, highest speed T^ second 83, 15
Black Sole Leather Case, with strap 2.50

Glass Plate Adapter, with ground glass 5.00
Double Glass Plate Holders, each 1.25
N. C. Film Cartridge, 0 exposures, 4% x(5}4 .<>.">

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, 4 exposures ,45
Direct View Finder 8.00

Kodak Portrait Attachment ,50
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No. IA Speed Kodak

Simple to operate, small enough to be carried in a top coat

pocket, this Kodak, as its name implies, is suitable for the very

highest speed photography.

And although it will easily make pictures of the fastest

moving objects, such as automobiles, express

trains, athletes and race horses, it can be just

as easily used for home portraiture, and all

other ordinary amateur work.

Its high speed is attained by the incorpora

tion of a focal plane shutter in its construction.

This shutter is of the well known (irallex

Focal Plane type, which is provided with a curtain having a

series of slots of varying widths. This curtain, in combination

with a speed tension regulator, permits a latitude of exposures

varying from TJ0Xi of a second to very slow instantaneous, bulb,

or time exposures. The shutter can be instantly wound by the

half turn of a key, and released by merely touching a lexer.

The finder of the No. IA Speed is of tin-

direct view type for use with the camera held on

a level with the eyes. This is supplemented by
a mirror attachment, which springs up at an

angle of 45 degrees, for location and composition

of subjects with the Kodak held in any other

position.

Rack and pmion is furnished for easy focus

ing, metal parts have gun-metal finish, and

covering is a very fine grain leather. The

size of picture, 2]/2 x 4 4' ,
is suitable for an)

style of composition, and is verj desirable for

poll i ait tire.
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No. IA

Speed Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2^ x 4^ inches. Capacity, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 2}( x4}4 x 93^ inches.

Weight, 3 pounds. Shutter, Graflex focal plane, speed TIJV(T second

to slow instantaneous. Rack and pinion for focusing, automatic

standard clamp, and tripod socket. Direct view finder with mirror

attachment. Automatic safety blind for protecting film when shutter

is wound.

The Price

No. IA Speed Kodak, Graflex focal plane shutter, without lens

Ditto, with Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens No. 2,/ 6.3. . .

Ditto, with Series J lb B. & L. Zeiss Tessar lens No. I / 6.3

Ditto, with Cooke Serii s IV lens No. 25,/ 5.6
Ditto, with Series b B. & L. Zeiss Tessar lens No. 14,/. 4.5
black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap
N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 2'/, x 4 '+'
Ditto, 6 exposures

88.00
60.00

72.50

76.00

78.50

L.50

.50
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No. 4A Speed Kodak

The shape of the pictures made by this camera is of splendid

proportions for the very high speed work for which it is adapted,
as well as for the general run of amateur work. And the pictures
are of that larger size which many photographers, who make

a specialty of some particular class of work, prefer.

This camera attains a maximum speed ex

posure of TT)\jo or a second thanks to the

Kodak Focal Plane shutter, which is built into

the camera box. The shutter is provided with

a curtain having an adjustable opening, which,

in combination with a speed tension device,

regulates the duration of the exposure. The

shutter is in no way complicated, but can be easily understood

and operated by anyone who follows the simple directions included

with the camera.

The 4A Speed shutter, of course,

works for time as well as instan

taneous exposures, and besides being

wonderfully efficient for making

pictures of automobiles, aeroplanes,
race horses, athletes, and other

rapidly moving objects, is a perfe< tl\

satisfactory camera for home por

traiture and other work for which

the ordinary camera is regularly
Used.

The camera is fitted with dire< t

view finder, it is beautifully finished,

metal parts are nickeled, and covering
is of the finest grain leather.
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No. 4A

Speed Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 4^x6^ inches. Capacity, 6 exposures
without reloading. Size of Kodak, 11^ x 3^ x Gj4 inches. Weight,
6 pounds. Shutter, Kodak focal plane, speed , ' of a second to slow

instantaneous. Rising and sliding front, rack and pinion for focusing.
Two tripod sockets. Brilliant reversible finder, with hood, akso direct

view finder and focusing scale.

4'he Price

No. 4A Speed Kodak, Kodak focal plane shutter (without lens) . . . $50.00

Ditto, with Zeiss Kodak anastigmat lens, /". 0.3 90.00

Ditto, with B & L Zeiss Tessar lens,/ 6.8 111.50

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap 2.50

Glass I'late Adapter, with ground glass, 4 ', x (ic 7.50

Double Glass Plate Holders, each 1.25

N. C. Film Cartridge, G exposures, 4% x 6)4 -65

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, 4 exposures .45
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Panoram Kodaks

A wonderfully inviting field is opened to the amateur by the

Panoram Kodaks.

As their name indicates, they are intended for picturing wide

expanses of landscape and similar subjects, and this without

the exceedingly small images incident to the use of extreme

wide angle lenses, heretofore the only method of securing

such pictures.

Aside from the remarkable horizontal views, decidedly unique

pictures of high waterfalls, mountain peaks and similar subjects

may be made by holding the camera vertically. Two tripod

sockets are supplied for use with the camera either verticall)
or horizontally.

For taking outdoor group pictures the Panorams are unequaled,
as the subjects may be arranged in a semi-circle, at a given
distance from the Kodak, thus permitting all of them to be in

the "front row" and of proper relative size.

Though possessing such remarkable advantages, the Panoram

Kodaks are exceedingly simple in construction and operation.

The compassing of so wide an angle ol view is accomplished

by swinging the lens on a pivot during the exposure, the shul

being accurately adjusted to insure even illumination throughout

the exposure.

ddie brilliant finder shows the sky and foreground, and the

entire view may be examined by simply swinging the camera in

position so as to take in the lull \ iew, as indicated l>\ the \ shaped
lines on the top of the camera. The No. 1 Panoram takes a view

of 112 degrees, while the No. I has the great scope of 1 I _!

degrees. The Panoram Kodaks use the regular daylight loading

cartridges. Not adapted to indoor work. Covered with best

Mail leather and ha\e nickeled fittings.
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Panoram Kodaks

No. 1 Panoram Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2j^x7 inches. Capacity, 6 exposures

without reloading. Size of Kodak, 3^ x 4^ x 7^ inches. Weight,
24 ounces. Lens, specially selected as to quality and focal length.
Shutter, Panoram. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant finder with hood.

Uses No. 1 F. P. Kodak cartridges.

The- Price

No. 1 Panoram Kodak #10.00
Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with shoulder strap 1.75
N. C. Film Cartridge, 6 exposures, 2Y x 7 .40

Ditto, ;j exposures .20

No. 4 Panoram Kodak

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3^ x 12 inches. Capacity, 4 exposures
without reloading. Size of Kodak, 4^x5}^x 10^ inches. Weight, 2

pounds 14 ounces. Lens, specially selected as to quality and focal

length. Shutter, Panoram. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant finder

with hood. Uses No. 4 B. E. cartridges.

The Price

No. 4 Panoram Kodak $20.00
Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with shoulder strap 2.00

N I Film Cartridge, 4 exposures, %l/z x 12 ,75

Ditto, 2 exposures ,45

J', i
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No. 2 Flexo Kodak

This Kodak is of the simplest form of picture-taking instruments.

It has a fixed focus, requires no estimating of distances, and with

automatic shutter is always ready for action.

The No. 2 Flexo makes a square picture, 3^ x3}4 inches in

size, and is a thoroughly satisfactory instrument for all kinds of

general amateur work.

The shutter works for time or instantaneous exposures, and

with the Kodak Portrait Attachment excellent results may be secured

in home portraiture.

Complete in every respect, with tinder and tripod socket, the

price includes every requisite for picture making except the film.

Loads and unloads in daylight, and is constructed with the same

care given to the higher priced Kodaks.

In Detail

For square pictures, B}4 x 8*4 inches. Capacity, 12 exposures

without reloading. Size of Kodak, f> . I .- I
, inches. Weight,

19 ounces. Lens, single achromatic, 4 '--inch focus. Shutter,
Eastman Rotary, with three stops. Tripod socket and finder.

The Price

No. 2 Flexo Kodak, achromatic lens, Eastman Rotarj Bhuttei

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with shoulder strap . .

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, :'. c \ :','_.

Ditto, 6 exposures
I )itto,

" double-two
"

ci I i I i gposures

Kodak Port rail A.1 tai hment

S5.00

1 .25

,60

.30

.20

.50
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Nos. 2 and 3 Bull's-Eye Kodaks

The Bull's-Eye Kodak for years has been a general favorite with

those amateurs who wish a simple, inexpensive, yet reliable instrument
for photographing the things they are interested in.

These two cameras differ only in the size of the pictures which

they make, both have automatic shutters for time or instantaneous

work, finders and tripod sockets for vertical or horizontal exposures,

and are easily opened for loading or unloading in daylight. They are
of the fixed focus type and are always ready to operate. With Kodak

Portrait Attachment either can be depended upon for first-rate portraits.
The covering is seal grain leather of fine quality, and metal parts

are highly nickeled. Cut shows the No. 3.

In Detail

For pictures, No. 2, 3^ x 3^ inches; No. 3, 3^ x 4% inches.

Capacity, each 12 exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak,
No. 2, 53^ x 4s/8 x 4^ inches ; No. 3, 4^ xf)^ x 0)4 inches.

Weight, No. 2, 22 ounces; No. 3, 24 ounces. Lens, meniscus

achromatic, 4^ -inch focus. Shutter, Eastman Rotary, with three

stops. Tripod socket, No. 2, 1 ; No. 3, 2. Brilliant finders.

The Price

No. 2 No. 3

Bull's-Eye Kodak, meniscus achromatic lens, Eastman Rotary shutter #S.(l() $8.00
Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with shoulder strap 1.25 1.25

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures 60 .?<

Ditto, 6 es .30 .35

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, 4 exposures 20 .25

Kodak Portrait Attachment .50 50

31
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No. 1 Brownie

Only immense manufacturing facilities and enormous production
of these little Brownies make it possible to supply a camera which

will take good pictures at such a trifling price.
The No. 1 Brownie is well made in every respect, and each

camera undergoes the usual Kodak inspection for reliability before

being sent out.

It is fitted with meniscus lens and the shutter works automatically
for time or snap-shot exposures. V-shaped lines at the top inch'

the scope of view, or, if preferred, the Brownie Finder (detachable)
illustrated below can be fitted at an extra charge of 25 cents.

Very simple to load and operate, inexpensive and thorouj
practical, this is an excellent instrument for starting the children

along the delightful road of photography.

In Detail

For square pictures,''-!1, x 2 '

, inches. Capacity, 6 exposures

without reloading. Size of camera, 4rH x 3ra x 8 inches. Weight, s

ounces. Lens, meniscus, 3?| -inch focus. Shutter, Eastman Rotary,
with one stop.

The Price

No I Brownie Camera, meniscus lens, Eastman

Rotary shutter 1.00
No. 1 Brownie I holds car

and tinder ,50

N. C. Film Cartridge, 6 exposures, 2\ x '_"4 . .1">

Brownie Finder, detachable ,25
No. 1 Brownie Developing and Printing Outfit,

including papei foi 2 I prints 90
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Nos. 2 and 2A Brownies

Remarkable pictures have been produced by these simple, fixed

focus cameras even in the hands of school children, while work of the

highest character has been done with them by experts. As simple to

operate as the No. 1 Brownie, but with greater capabilities, they differ

from each other only in the size of pictures which they make. Those

made by the No. 2A are splendidly proportioned for landscape

composition and for full-length portraiture.
These cameras have two finders, automatic shutters, meniscus

lenses of the first quality, and are covered with handsome imitation

leather. The Kodak Portrait Attachment can be used to advantage
with either.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, No. 2, 2% x3^ inches; No. 2A, 2yi * ' '

i

inches. Capacity, No. 2, 6 exposures without reloading; No. 2A, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of camera, No. 2, 5^8 x 4 x 3%
inches ; No. 2A, 3 ft x5} x Qft inches. Weight, No. 2, 13 ounces ;

No. 2A, 12 ounces. Lens, meniscus. Shutter, Eastman Rotary, with

three stops. Two finders.

The Price
No. 2 No. 2A

brownie Camera, meniscus lens, Eastman Rotary shutter . . .$2.00 $3.00

uie Carrying Case, with shoulder strap . 75 .75

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures .50

N. C. Film Cartridge, 0 exposures 20 .25

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50 .50

A Ji C Developing and Printing Outfit (see page 48) .... 1.50 1.50
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No. 3 Brownie

In this camera are combined all the simple, reliable Brownie

features, for those who want to make 3}{ x 4y( pictures one of the

most popular of amateur sizes.

Like all Brownies, it is a camera that the children can easily

operate, while at the same time it is so efficient as to satisfy the grow n

up people. Equipped with a fine quality meniscus achromatic lens and

automatic shutter, it is thoroughly dependable for general amateur

photography, and the negatives which it makes are of such quality as

to yield excellent (j}2 x S}4 enlargements, by use of the Brownie

Enlarging Camera.

With nickeled trimmings and covering of fine grain imitation

leather, it is a very attractive camera indeed, and when fitted with

Kodak Portrait Attachment, it will make bust portraits of good size.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3T^ x 4^ inches. Capacity, I '-

exposures without reloading. Size of camera, G '
; \ 1 ; \ .".'., in,

Weight, 24 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 5-inch focus. Shutter,
Eastman Rotary, with three stops. Two tripod sockets. Two finders.

The Price

No. 3 Brownie Camera, meniscus achromatic lens, Eastman Rotary shuttei $4 00

No.:i Brownie Carrying Case, with shouldei strap ........ LOO

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, ". '., \ I '4 70

Ditto, 0 exposures .;;,

Ditto, "double-two" cartridge, I exposures 25

Kodak Portrait A.tta< hmenl ;,o

:u
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No. 2 Folding Pocket Brownie

Inexpensive, devoid of all complications, extremely simple to

understand and to operate, this dainty little instrument brings the

Brownie into the field of pocket photography.
It slips easily into any ordinary coat pocket, and it will produce

splendid 2]A[ x 3^ pictures the all-by-daylight way. Adapted for

snap-shots, bulb or time exposures, it has reversible finder, two

tripod sockets and automatic focusing lock. The shape of the pictures
it makes is suitable for any style of composition, and the Kodak

Portrait Attachment may be used with this instrument with excellent

success. Excellent 5x7 enlargements can be made from its negatives
by use of the Brownie Enlarging Camera.

Carefully finished throughout with covering of imitation grain
leather and nickeled fittings.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 2}( x 3^ inches. Capacity, 6 exposures
without reloading. Size of camera, 6^ x 3^8 x 2y\ inches. Weight,
16 ounces. Lens, meniscus, 4^-inch focus. Shutter, Pocket Auto

matic. (See page 6). Two tripod sockets. Automatic focusing
lock. Reversible finder

The Price

No. 2 Folding Pocket Brownie, meniscus lens, Pocket Automatic shutter $5.00
No. 2 Folding Pocket Brownie Carrying .Case .75

N. C. Film Cartridge, 6 exposures, 2# x Z% 20

Kodak Portrait Attachment .50
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No. 2A Folding Pocket Brownie

The pleasing proportions of the pictures taken by this little

Brownie, combined with its simple operation and reliability, have

made it one of the most popular cameras of the whole Brownie line.

For effective landscape composition and full and three-quartei
length portraits, the shape of its pictures is ideal. And when fitted

with Kodak Portrait Attachment, it may be operated i lose up to the

subject for excellent bust pictures.
Identical in construction and general design with the No. 2, this

model can as easily be carried in the pocket, works for time, bulb and

instantaneous exposures, and is well finished throughout. Attracth elj
covered with best imitation leather, and metal parts are highly
nickeled.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 21 \ I1, inches,. Capacity, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of camera, 8 '
. x 2 x :!?,; inches.

Weight, 23 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 5 in< h Eocus.

Shutter, Pocket Automatic. Two tripod sockets. A.utomati< focusing
lock. Reversible finder.

The l'l Li e

No. 2A Folding Pocket Brownie, menis romatii lens, Pocket

\llto I' ill, 'I

No. l'\ Folding Pocket Brownie Carrying Case .... .90

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 2)4 * l\ inches 50

I lino, it exposures ,25

Kodak Porl rail Attachment ... . . .:>n
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No. 3 Folding Brownie

For 3^ x 4yl pictures, this model offers all the Brownie simplicity
at modest Brownie prices, and the choice of either single or double
lens fitted to F. P. K. Automatic shutter with bulb and finger release.
It will make any kind of pictures, it works for time, bulb and instan

taneous exposures, and with Kodak Portrait Attachment is an excellent

instrument for home portraiture.
These cameras are well finished, complete in every detail, and

with the Brownie Enlarging Camera, good G}4 x 8yt> enlargements
can be made easily from No. 3 Folding Brownie negatives.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3^ x 4}{ inches. Capacity, 12

exposures without reloading. Size of camera, S^i x 4$/% x 2? inches.

Weight, 25 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 5-inch focus. Shutter,
1". P. K. automatic with bulb. (See page 7). Automatic focusing
lock. Two tripod sockets. Reversible finder.

The Price

No. 3 Folding Brownie Camera, meniscus achromatic lens, F. P. K.

Automatic shuttt r $Q 00

Ditto, with R. R. lens and F. P. K. Automatic shutter 11.00

No. 3 Folding Brownie Carrying Case 1.00

N. C. Film Cartridge, 12 exposures, 3% x -t.'i 70

Ditto, 6 exposures .35

Ditto,
" double-two

"

cartridge, 4 exposures ._'.*>

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50
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No. 3A Folding Brownie

mm

With all the advantages of the No. 3, and similar to it in design
and general appearance, this model is made for the most popular of

all amateur size pictures 3^ x hyi.
This size is just right for post-card use, is unusually effective for

landscape composition, and, used vertically, its proportions are ideal

for full and three-quarter length portraits.

Exceedingly simple, yet thoroughly practical, this model offers

the choice of single or double lens, and, considering the large size

pictures which it makes and the quality of the instrument, is very

inexpensive.
Covered with durable imitation leather. All metal parts

highly nickeled.

In Detail

For rectangular pictures, 3 '

,
\ 5 ' j inches. Capacity, 10

exposures without reloading. Size of camera, 25/s x 4yi x (d"8 inches.

Weight, 34 ounces. Lens, meniscus achromatic, 6^-inch focus.

Shutter, F. P. K. Automatic, with bulb release. (See page 7 ).

Automatic focusing lock. Two tripod sockets. Reversible finder.

The Price

No. 3A Folding Brownie Camera, meniscus achromatii lens, F. P. K.

Automatic shutter $10,00

Ditto, with R. R. lens and F. P. K. Automatic shutter 12.00

No. 8A Folding Brownie Carrying Case 1.00

N. C. Film Cartridge, 10 exposures 70

1 )itto, ti exposures 10

Ditto,
" double-two

"

cartridge, I exposures .80

Kodak Portrait Attachment 50

38
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Brownie Enlarg-ino- Cameras

The average amateur usually thinks

of enlarging as a complicated, expensive

process, requiring considerable apparatus
and experience. But the Brownie Enlarging
Cameras have changed all this.

With one of these cameras it's just as

easy to make first-class enlargements from

your favorite negatives as it is to print on

Velox paper. In fact, the two processes are

very much the same excepting that, in

ordinary printing, the negative and paper

are in close contact, while in enlarging, the

paper is at some distance from the negative,
with a lens in between.

The Brownie Enlarging Camera consists

of a light-tight cone with attachments to

hold a negative at the small end, and a sheet of Bromide or Velox

paper at the other; the lens is fixed inside the cone at just the right
distance to insure perfect focus.

The Price

No. 2 Brownie Enlarging Camera, for 5x7 enlargements from 2% x 3%

negatives $2AH)

No. 3, Ditto, for (j]4 x 8*4 enlargements from 3^ x 4% negatives . . 3.00

No, 4, Ditto, for 8 x 10 enlargements from 4x5 negatives (will also take

x b% negatives) 4.00

No. 1 Kodak Enlarging Camera

Eor making 6^ x8j^ enlargements from 4 x 5 and 3;^ x 4^

negatives. Smaller negatives enlarge in proportion. May be used

as a portrait camera by removing negative carrier and substituting

portrait lens.

The Price

\o I Kodak Enlarging Camera, for G>2 x 8>^ enlargements $U

[nside Kits, 6^ x 8K with 5 x 7 or 4 x 5 opening 30

Glass Negative Holders, 3# x 4% or %yz x S/2 50

Special Portrait Lens, 8)4-inch focus, speed/. 8, for bust work .... 7.50

Extra Lens Board: no extra charge for fitting to our special portrail lens .75
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Kodak Film Tank

The Kodak Film Tank has so thoroughly demonstrated the

superiority of the time and temperature method of development

that the old hand development of dark room days is practically

obsolete, except for the development of extra large glass plates.

The Kodak Tank is immeasurably more convenient can be

carried and used anywhere; but that is not its greatest

advantage. It eliminates the dark room entirely, developing

film in broad daylight ; but even this is not its greatest advantage.

For with both these extraordinary features it produces better

results; and this is its greatest advantage the assurance that

every roll of film put into the tank, where the simple dire, tions

are implicitly followed, will come out developed as well or better

than that roll of film could he developed in the dark room b) tin-

most experienced photographer.

The Kodak Film Tank consists of a winding box, a light-

proof apron, and a hea\ ily nickeled brass solution tup with cover.

All articles can In- packed in the box, making the entire outfil

self-contained.

The film to he developed is placed uj a reel in the winding

box, the cover is placed on the box and the film is wound around

w i entral axis in combination with the apron, in such fashion that,

40
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when completely wound, the apron protects the film effectually
from light, and may be removed from the winding box safely at

any time. It is then lowered into the cup of developer, the

cover attached and the film left to develop for twenty minutes.

After development the film is removed for fixing.

Every step may be performed in daylight and the entire

operation is so simple as to be readily understood by the absolute

novice. The exact time necessary for development, in combina

tion with the chemical formula, has been scientifically worked

out, so that all differences of exposure within reasonable bounds

are taken care of. Snap-shots and time exposures go into the

tank at the same time and come out together, developed to their

full values.

With the Kodak Film Tank, the amateur can develop a

number of rolls at once by means of duplicating outfits.

The Price

Brownie Kodak Film Tank, for use with No. 1, No. 2 and No. 2 Folding

Pocket Brownie cartridges, complete $2.50

:; ': inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with all Kodak and Brownie cartridges

having a film width of 3)4 inches or less, complete 5.00

5-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with all Kodak and Brownie cartridges

having a film width of 5 inches or less, complete (i.dl)

7-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with No. 5 Cartridge Kodak or shorter

film cartridges, complete 7.50

Duplicating Outfit, consisting of one solution cup, one transferring reel,

and one apron for Brownie Kodak Film Tank 1.25

Ditto, for %)4 -inch Kodak Film Tank 2.50

Ditto, for 5-inch Kodak Film Tank 3.00

Ditto, for 7-inch Kodak Film Tank 3.75

Kodak Tank Developer Powders for Brownie Kodak Film Tank, pel

package of half dozen . 1 ."i

Ditto, for 3^-inch tank, per package, half dozen .20

Ditto, for 5-inch tank, per package, half dozen ... ,25

Ditto, for 7-inch tank, per package, half dozen .25

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder, per ^ -pound package ,10

Ditto, per J^ -pound package 15

Ditto, per 1 -pound package .25

II
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No. 2 Brownie Developing Box

Offering the same assurance of perfectly developed film as the

Kodak Film Tank, the Brownie Developing Box is a modified form

of the same, so simple to use that any boy or girl can readily under

stand and operate it.

It consists of a metal box with cover, just long enough to

accommodate a roll of No. 1 or No. 2 Brownie Film in one loop.

To develop, the roll of film is inserted in the spool carrier, and b\

means of a cord and winding shaft the film is unrolled and< arried around

a roller bearing, thus exposing the film to the action of the developei
Before unrolling the film the developer is poured in the box and

the cover put in place; all these operations being performed in

daylight. The film is then unrolled by turning the crank, when the

box is rocked on its standard for six minutes. The developer is then

poured off and box filled with water to wash out developer, aftei

which film is removed and fixed in daylight.

This is an excellent means, for those who have No. 1 or No. 2

Brownie Cameras, of developing their films without the need of skill

or experience.

The Price

No. 2 Brownie Developing Box $] 00

Brownie Developing Box Powders, pei pa< kage of 6 .15

Kodak A, ul Fixing Powders, '. pound package ,15

Ditto, # -pound package in
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The Eastman Plate Tank

The Eastman Plate Tank is the same in theory as the highly

successful Kodak Film Tank, with, of course, such modifications

as are rendered necessary by the physical difference between plates

and film. That equally successful

results are produced goes without

saying. The Eastman Plate Tank

consists of a metal solution cup,

with tightly fitting cover, a cage for

holding twelve plates, or less, dur

ing development and fixing, and an

ingenious loading block for loading

the plates into the cage in the dark

room.

The exposed plates are loaded

into the cage and placed in the

tank in the dark room, and the tank

cover fastened in place. On the

front of the tank is a dial for regis

tering time. Development is allowed

to continue for fifteen minutes, the tank being reversed several times.

After development the developer is washed out of the plates, and the

fixing bath poured into the tank, after which the plates are ready for

washing in the usual manner.

The Price

Eastman Plate Tank, 4 x 5 or 3# x 5^, including solution cup, plate

and loading block #3.50

Ditto, 5 x 7 4-50

Adjustable Kit, for 4 x 5 or 3# x 5)4 tank, to take \\% x 4% plates . . ,50

Kits, for 5 x 7 tank, to take ?>% x 5>, 41/ x (\}4 or 4 <4 x V,/2 plates . . .75

Metal Insert, for 5 x 7 tank, to take 4 x 5 plates 20

Eastman Plate Tank Developer Powders, for 4 x 5 tank, per package, l/2

dozen -"

I )iio, for 5 x 7 tank, per package, ^ dozen ''<>

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder, per 1-pound package 25

Ditto, per Yz pound -15
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Kodak Portrait Attachment

There is no greater pleasure in photography than Home

Portraiture, and this little attachment, fitted to a Kodak or

Brownie camera, will enable one to work up close to the subject
and thereby secure

bust portraits of

excellent quality.
The attachments

arc simply extra

lenses, which slip

on in front of the

regular lens, and

they in no way af

fect the operation

of the instrument,

excepting to make

the lens cut sharp

at short distances.

With a small

Kodak o r a

Brow n ie camei a,

good size he. id and

shoulder pictures
i .in be secured,

wh ile with t h e

larger Kodaks, one

can make bust pictures, limited in size only by the dimensions

of the film.

These attachments are not only serviceable tor portraiture,
but also lor photographing any small object, such as flowers,

fruits, still life composition, at close range. Kodak" Portrait

Attachments are supplied lor all Kodaks listed in this cata

logue, excepting 1A and 4A Speed Kodaks and the Panoram

MADE WITH

KODAK AND

KODAK

PORTRAIT

ATTACHMENT

ll
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Kodaks, and for all Brownie

cameras excepting the No. 1.

In ordering be sure to give
exact designation of instrument,

and when to be used with pneu

matic release shutter, be careful

to give exact name of shutter.

Price

Kodak Portrait Attachment any size ... #0.50

Kodak Color Screens

These screens are of great value in outdoor photography, and for

all subjects embracing colors which act weakly on the sensitive film,
as they hold back the strong blue and violet rays, affording the

weaker colors time to record. The Kodak Color Screens are

mounted in the same manner as the Kodak Portrait Attachment.

The Price

No. 1. For Nos. 1 and IA Folding Pocket Kodaks, Nos. 2 and 2A

Folding Pocket Brownies #0.50
No. 2. For No. 2A Brownie . . 50

No. 3. For Nos. 2 and 3 Folding Pocket Kodaks, No. IA Special F. P.

Kodak and No. 3 Folding Brownie .75

No. 3. Special. For No. 3 Special Kodak .7.")

No. 4. For Nos. 2 and 3 Bull's-Eye, 2 Flexo and No. 3 Brownie 75

No. 5. For Nos. 3A, 4 and 4A Kodaks, No. 3A Folding Brownie . . . 1.00

No. 5. Special. For No. 3A Special Kodak 1.00

Kodak Wide Angle Lenses

These lenses have a speed of /. 16 and are interchangeable
with the lenses furnished with the Nos. 3A and 4 Folding Pocket

Kodaks, and the No. 4A Folding Kodak.

The wide angle Kodak lenses are rectilinear, carefully tested, and

are absolutely high grade in every instance. With each one we

furnish a leather case and a graduated focusing scale for attaching to

the camera bed.

In ordering a Kodak wide angle lens, give size (No.) of Kodak

and be sure to specify the shutter that the lens is to be used with.

The Price

No. 4. (4 x 5) Wide Angle Kodak Lens, equivalent focus, 4*/2 inches . . $5.00

(Also adapted to 3A Kodak).
5 (5 x 7) Wide Angle Kodak Lens, equivalent focus, h}4 inches . . 7.50

(Also adapted to 4 A Kodak )
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Anastigmat Lenses

The steadily increasing demand for anastigmat lenses among

amateur photographers, the extraordinary sale of Kodaks like the

No. 3 and 3A Special, is due to the fact that amateur photographers
are beginning to realize the advantages and possibilities of the

anastigmat as compared with the ordinary Rapid Rectilinear.

In an R. R. lens the opening, or working aperture, must not be

larger than one-eighth the focal length of the lens. If it were made

larger, each negative would be blurred and unsatisfactory. An

opening of this size admits sufficient light on clear, bright days to

produce well timed exposures even as fast as yj-^ of a second ; but in

dull lights, snap-shots are impossible, and at higher speed, hopelessly
undertimed negatives are the results.

But with an anastigmat, the construction and optical corrections

are such that sharp, satisfactory pictures can be made at an opening
more than one-seventh the focal length of the lens; hence admitting
more light in a given time than the R. R. In combination with a

focal plane shutter, exposures as short as T0Vm, of a second can be

successfully made, while on dull days, and even indoors near a

window, where with an R. R. lens little or no impression could be

obtained, the anastigmat admits so much more Light that slow snap

shots can be made.

The Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat Lens /." 6.3

From the above it will be obvious that the natural step for us

was to provide an anastigmat lens peculiarly suited to Kodak

requirements, and in the Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat, we offer a lens

which is worthy in every respect of bearing the name Kodak a lens

that we can unqualifiedly recommend to the most critical photographer
as perfectly suited to hand camera work.

It encompasses all the quality and dependability whi< h the name

Kodak implies, and it is apparent that we would not have given the

name Kodak to any article unless we had absolutely assured ourselves

from rigid tests ami comparisons, that it would bear the name worthih .

16
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Developing and Printing Outfits

Eastman's ABC Developing and Printing Outfit includes every

requisite for developing by the dark room method, printing and

finishing twenty-four 4 x 5 or smaller pictures.

One Kodak Candle Lamp $0.25
One 4x5 Printing Frame .'-'.">

One 4x5 Glass for Frame .05

One 4-ounce Graduate .15

One Stirring Rod .05

Four4j^x5^ Developing Trays ,40

Five tubes Eastman's Special Developer .25

One-half pound Kodak Acid Fixing Powder .15
< >ne-half ounce Potassium Bromide .(.">

Two dozen 4x5 Velox Paper i0

Two ounces Nepera Solution, for developing Velox .10

Instruction Book ,10

82 SO
Trice, complete, neatly packed, 81.50

EASTMAN 3A OUTFIT, similar to above but providing Foi 8 ', k 5)4
prints

EASTMAN'S BULL'S-EYE Developing and Printing Outfit complete,
for developing ;u n I printing 12 pictures 8)4 X %%. Shnil.n to above

outfit. Price, complete, neatly packed 1.25

BROWNIE Developing and Printing Outfit, complete, foi developing
and printing 24 pictures 2% \ _ '+ . Price, complete 90

Note These outfits cannot be shipped bj mail.

18
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The Kodak Box No. 2

The Kodak Box No. 2 contains everything for picture making

by the daylight method. No dark room is necessary, and even the

beginner can get good results by following the simple, explicit

directions contained in the instruction book. This outfit is simple

enough for boys and girls, while at the same time it will make pictures

which will please the grown-up people.

The Price

One No. 2 Brownie Camera, 2% x 3%
One No. 2 Brownie Developing Box

One Roll No. 2 Brownie Film, 2% x 3% . . . .

Two Brownie Developing Box Powders ....

One J^-pound package Kodak Acid Fixing Powder

One 4-ounce Graduate

One Stirring Rod

One No. 2 Brownie Printing Frame

One Package (1 dozen) 2%. x 3% Brownie Velox .

One Bottle Nepera Solution

Three Paper Developing Trays
One Dozen 21/ x3%. Mounts

One Dozen 2% x 3% Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue

One Instruction Book

Price, complete, neatly packed, #4.00

$2.00

1.00

.20

.05

.15

.15

.05

.15

.10

.10

.30

.10

.05

.10

$4 .50

19
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Kodak Tripods

Eastman Folding Head

For 4x5 cameras, or smaller

In the Eastman Folding Head Tripod the head itself folds, and

the tripod then makes a compact, rectangular package. No loose parts,

no complicated mechanism, and the tripod is very rigid. Length,
folded, 17 inches; extended, 52-^ inches. Weight, 25 ounces.

Eastman Folding Head Tripod .... $3.50

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case . . . 1.50

The Kodak Metal

For Kodaks and other small cameras

The strongest and most satisfactory of all metal tripods, yet

exceedingly light and compact. A most important feature is, thai

should any part become inoperative through accident or wear, any

section may be readily taken apart and repaired. Legs made of brass

tubing, nickeled, except upper section, which is black enami

Nickeled revolving head and screw. Weight, 24 }4 ounces. No. I,
four sections, 48^ inches extended, 15 inches closed; No. 2, five

sections, 49^2 inches extended, 13)4 inches closed

Kodak Metal Tripod, No. 1 #2.50

Kodak Metal Tripod, No. 2 825

Leather Carrying Case, for either style . 1.50

The Eastman

Three sections. No. 1, maple, for cameras up to (>'_ x 8j
1 . .4 1 .1 .

Weight, 2 pounds, 2 ounces.

Price, $2.00
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Kodak Tripods

The Bull's-Eye

Two sections. Aluminum revolving head. Made of maple,
with brass fittings. For 4x5 cameras, or smaller. Length extended,

42 y2 inches; folded, 24 inches. The only two-section tripod that

will go into a suit case.

Price, #1.50

The Standard

=cc

The feature of this tripod is the automatic locking of the sections

when they are extended. Light, compact and rigid. Fixed, non-

detachable head. Length, folded, 21 inches; extended, 53^ inches.

Weight, 18 ounces. Cherry finish, brass trimmings.

Price, #1.75

The Flexo

^

Two sections. Fixed, non-detachable head.

grained wood is used in its construction.

Price, #0.00

The Bullet

Only clear, straight-

Two sections. Spruce, solid head. For small cameras.

Price, #0.70
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Velox Paper
Velox prints in any light, requires no dark room and permits

the amateur to utilize his evening hours in print making. Its

simplicity of manipulation and extreme graduation make it

suitable for photographic work of every sort.

Velox is divided broadly into two kinds of paper called

"Regular" and "Special" (slow and fast) each division contain

ing a variety of surfaces. "

Regular
"

papers develop quickly and

are best suited for negatives lacking contrast. "Special
"

papers

develop slowly, and give soft effects from hard negatives. Use

"Special" Velox for negatives producing good results on
"

Printing

Out
"

paper (such as Solio), and "Regular
"

only with very flat

negatives.

Velox surfaces : In the "Regular" class are Carbon (matte

surface), Glossy, Glossy double weight, Velvet, and Velvel

double weight. "Regular" Velvet Velox is semi-gloss and gives

prints of exceptional beauty. This paper will give satisfactory
results from very flat negatives.

In the "Special" class, the surfaces are Carbon (matte

surface), Portrait (smooth matte), portrait double weight, Rough,

Rough double weight, Glossy, Glossy double weight, Velvet, and

Velvet double weight.

"Special" Velvet Velox has a greater range than any of the

other "Special" papers.

Royal Velox is coated on a soft, mellow tinted stock, which

wheal re-developed affords all the soft delicaC) of a rare old

etching. It is made in two grades, "Regular" and "Special"

and one surface, just rough enough to produce the desired eii

Velo\ Salon Brown is a new paper with a delicate semi-matte

surface yielding prints of a beautiful carbon like brown. Made

in single weighl onl) .
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Velox Paper
The Price

Single Weight D ouble Weight
c-

Dozen y2 Gross Gross Dozen y2 Gross i iross

2&x3K $0 1 5 $0.60 ft.00 $0.20 $0.75 $1.25
2% x -1 lA .15 .70 L.25 .20 .90 1.55

:\y2*:\lA .15 .80 L.50 .20 1.00 1.90

3Kx4K .1.". .80 1.50 .20 1.00 1.90

3%x5H .15 .80 1.50 .20 1.00 1.90

4 x 5 .25 1.10 j. mi .30 1.40 2.50

*3&x 6 (Stereo) .25 1.10 2.00
x i\y2 .25 1.10 2.00

.15 .80 1.50 .20 1.00 1.90

4 14 x 6% .30 1.65 2.80 .in 2.05 3.50
;-> x? ,35 2.00 3.50 .45 2 51 1 4.40

3jxl2 .45 2.50 4.50 .55 3.15 5.65

Velox Post-cards, 3j x 5J4 , furnished in Regular Velvet,
Special Velvet, Special Portrait, Regular Glossv, Special

"ii 1 in 2.00

.in

.15

2.20
Brownie Post-cards, 2V\ x 1 J ,, Regular and Special Velvet

i .lossy only, t For use in Self-transposing Stereo Printing Frame.

Brownie Velox (one grade only)

2% x 2%, per package 2 dozen sheets $0.15

2% x3Xi Per package 1 dozen sheets .10

Velox Sundries

N. A. (Non-abrasion) Velox Liquid Developer, 4-ounce bottle (makes
20 ounces for Special, 12 ounces for Regular) $0.25

Ditto, 16-ounce bottle .7;,

Nepera Solution, per 4-ounce bottle .20

Ditto, 10-ounce bottle 60

Nepera Capsules (for converting Nepera solution to a film or plate

developer), per package 1 dozen ,15

Velox Re-developer for Sepia Tones, 4-ounce bottle .50

Ditto, 2 ounces (sufficient for 150 4x5 prints) ,30

Velox Liquid Hardener, per 4-ounce bottle .15

Ditto, 8-ounce bottle .25

Nepera M. Q. N. A. Tubes, box of 5 tubes 75

Kodak N. A. M. Q. Developer, per package 3 tubes .25

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder for fixing Velox prints, per pound .... .25

Ditto, y2 pound ,15

Ditto, j( pound In

Velox Amateur Printer No. 1 (with gas pillar; adapted for electric

socket) 2.00

I N'tric Attachment (extra). Comprising socket, plug and 0-foot cord ,75

58
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Kodak Velvet Green

Effects heretofore to be had only by the laborious carbon

process can now be secured by any amateur photographer with this

new paper.

For landscapes, for marines, and in fact, for the majority of out

door amateur negatives, the rich green of prints on Kodak Velvet

Green produces most beautiful harmonious effects, wdth an indescrib

able "

atmosphere
"

of nature itself.

And to use this paper the amateur has to learn no new processes

nor possess extraordinary skill. Anyone who can print on Velox paper
can print just as successfully on Kodak Velvet Green, as the two

processes after exposure are identical, and the same developer and

fixing bath are used for both.

The surface a smooth semi-matte brings out detail fully, and
the paper is supplied in both single and double weights.

Kodak Velvet Green Post-cards are very appropriate for use at

vacation time.

Prices, same as for Velox. See page 53.

Angelo Platinum Papers

Angelo Platinum Papers are exceedingly simple to handle and

yield prints that are marvelous in gradation and delicacy. Made

in both Black and White and Sepia.

Angelo Sepia, unlike most Sepia Platinum Papers, develops in a

cold solution. Angelo Platinum Papers are furnished in two grades,
" Smooth

"

and "

Rough ".

Size

\\A x A
VA x\'A
A x ,r>

StfxSj*

5 x 7

Price pel I >"

, 0.30
. .30
. .50
. .50
. .70

. .80

ANGELO SOI DTION

Vngi lo Developer, foi \ ngi I" 1 11 u I. and
\\ hite, '., pound pai I agi . . Ju.'jo

Angelo Developer, foi Angelo Black and

whiti
'

i mnd pai I age . . . .:;."i

Angelo Sepia Sol I mm e bottle I . .:;.'>

.10

Aristo Gold Post-cards

K i< h >> pia and purple tones. Print, wash and fix.

\i isto i told Post-cards, pei dozi n
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Eastman Etching Black Platinum

A black and white platinum, with a soft pleasing warmth, found

in no other platinum paper decidedly away from the ordinary cold

blue black. Perfectly simple cold development. Two surfaces,
smooth and rough.

Size

3H x3H
3#x4& .

4 x 5

3#x5J .

I#x6j .

Price per Doz. Size Price per Doz

. 0.30 5x7 . 0.80
.30 Eastman's E. B. Developer,

1

|-pound
.."in package . . . . .35
.50 Eastman's E. B. Developer, %-pound
.Til .20

A

extreme

in both

same as

Size

Eastman Etching Sepia Platinum

new hot bath paper of unusual brilliancy, combined with

richness of tone and coated on a mellow buff stock. Made

smooth and rough surfaces. Prices for paper and developer,
for Etching Black above.

Solio Paper

$0.20
2#x3# 20

2A x-11^ 20

\\A 20

3#x4& 20

',% x5% 25

lxf 25

(Stereo) 25

A rapid, glossy printing-out paper.
Per Package, 2 Doz. Size Per Package, 2 Doz.

2^x7 (No. 1 Panoram Kodak) . . $025
Per Doz.

4Kx CJ $0.25
x 7

'iA x 12 (No 4 Panoram Kodak)
Post-cards ....
Double Solio Post-cards

Brownie Post-cards, 2% x I lA

.15

,30

.10

Seconds : 1x5 (trimmed) seconds, $1.00 per gross. Solio Combined Toning and Fixing
Solution, per s-ounce bottle, 50 cents. Ditto, 4-ouncc bottle, 30 cents ; post-paid, 50 cents.

Eastman
"

Ferro Prussiate
"

Paper
A "blue print" that retains delicacy and detail. In sealed tubes.

Size
2 Doz. 1 Doz.

Size
2 Doz. l Doz.

Single Wt. Double Wt. Single Wt. Double Wt.

x 2% $0.10 Ml. 15 VA x 5A $0.20 $0.20
'A x3K .16 .15 314 x (3 (Stereo) .20 .20
." x4%
3% x 3%

.1(1 .15 2lA x 7 .'JO .20

.16 .15 4A x &A .30 .25

'A x \A .16 .15 5x7 .35 ,30
4 x 5 .20 .20 3*A x 12 .Hi .35

Post-cards, 1 dozen, 15 cents. Brownie Post-cards, 2% x [%, 1 dozen, 10 cents.

Eastman Permanent Bromide Papers
For enlargements. Grades: Velvet, Royal, Standard, Platino, Enameled

and Matte-enamel.

Size Per Doz. Size Per Doz. Size Perl),,/.

5 x 7

.', x 8
( 8J*

.40

.60

8 x 10

10 x L2

11 X II

MI.SII

1.20

l.i;i i

14 x 17

10 x 20

is x 22

$2.40
3.20

( hi,, , izes in proportion,

55
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Kodak Albums

The Forum Album

Flexible, black leather embossed cloth cover.

A, 25 black leaves, or N, 25 Sepia leaves, H>A x 7

1!, 25 black leaves, or O, 25 Sepia leaves, 7 x 10

C, 25 black leaves, or P, 25 Sepia leav, , io x 7

D, 25 black leaves, or K, 25 Sepia leaves, llxll

E, 50 black leaves, 5{4 x 7

F, 50 black leaves, 7 x 10

G, 50 black leaves, 10x7

H, 50 black leaves, 11 x 14

The Parthenon Album

A new flexible album, with imitation lizard skin cover

A 1,
B l,
C I,

D 1,
E 1,
V 1,

Gl,
HI,

25 black

25 black

25 black

_>/, 1,1,,, I.

50 black

50 black

50 black

50 black

leaves ; A 2, 25 grej
leaves ; B 2, 25 grey leaves :

leaves; (' 2, 25 grey leaves ;

leaves ; D 2, 25 grey leaves ;

leaves ; E 2, 50 grey leaves ;

I, .! , I

leaves; G 2, 50 grey !i ivi

leaves ; H 2, 50 grey leavi

A :;, 25 In-own leaves,
B :;, 25 brow n leaA , 7 x 10

C ::, 25 brow n leaves, 10 i
D ;i, 25 brown 1 1 ivi . u I i

E ''>, 5(1 brown leaves, b]A x 7

, 7 x III

C. :;, Mi brown leavi i, in \ 7

1 1 :i, 5d brow n 1, aves, 11 x 14

The Arena Album

Flexible, finest quality black grain leather cover.

J, 50 black leaves, or S, 50 Sepia leaves, 5% x 7

K, 50 black leaves, or T, 50 Sepia leaves, 7 x 10

L, 50 black leaves, or U, 50 Sepia leavi .10x7

M
, 50 black leaves, or W, 50 Sepia leaves, 11 x 14

$0.35
,,,

0

L.25

.50

.75

.75

1.50

ft) i ,

8 ,

I. BO
i, ,

MO

Mil

1.S0

$1.00
I ,11

I. .,11

3.00

The Stadium Album

Fadded black grain leather cover

I L, 50 grej leaves; .1 2, 50 brown leavi . ,',,'2 x 7

K I ,
.',(1 gn vii.,u ,: 1 2, 5n brow a lea^ 1

. 7 x 10

I. I, 50 grey leaves ; L 2, 50 brown leaves, 10 x 7

\i i 50 grej leavi ; M 2, 50 brow n leaves, 11 x 14

$1.25
l.'.m

1.90

Souvenir Post-card Album

Flexible, black leather embossed cloth cover.

x,
V R.,

\.T ,

25 black leavi i, 10 x 7, foi L00 cards

25bl;\< I tea 1 11 200 card

Flexible, black grain leathei

[26 leav,.".. II x II. E01 200 1 '"Is )

1.50
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The De Luxe Album

A very rich album with

heavy grey padded cover of

walrus grain leather, and 50

grey leaves with silver edges ;

or brown padded cover, as

above, with 50 brown leaves

with gold edges.
11 Grey, 5)4 x 7&
12 Brown, b% x 1%
13 Grey, 7 x 10

14 Brown, 7 x 10 .

$2.25 15 Grey, 11 x 14 .

2.25 16 Brown, 11 x 14 .

3.00 17 Grey, 11 x 11, for 200 Post-cards

3.00 18 Brown, 11 x 1 I, for 200 Post-cards

Artists' Album

Loose leaf system, silk lacing

No. 1, black leaves; No. 2, white leaves; No. 4, black leaves; No. 5, white leaves;
No. 3, Sepia leaves, 5^x7 . . #0.20 No. 6, Sepia leaves, 7x10

Extra leaves, package of 5 . . . .07 Extra leaves, package of 5

$5.00
5.00

5.00

5.00

$0.30
.10

19 20 pages, 5K x

Snap-shot Album
Substantial card covering, soft black leaves

. $0.12 18 20 pages, 7 x 10 |.15

Eastman Film

Negative Album*

For 100 negatives, 3)4 x 3%,
or smaller.... J

For 100 negatives, 3lA x 4%,
or 4 x 5

For 100 negatives, 314 x 5%,
or smaller ....

For 100 negatives, 5 x 7, or

smaller ....

?0.75

1.00

1.00

1.50

The Atlantic Card Mounts

Grey and Black. Embossed center, wide margins

No.
For

Prints

Size of

Mount
Per 100 Per 50 No.

For

Prints

Size of

Mount

5^x8
6 x7

6% x 8M
7 x'.)

Per 100 Per 50

1

IA

2

2)6x4*
3)6x3)4
SXx4K

4^x5*
4y2xc,%
byb x b3/i
bYi x 6^

$0.70
.80

.80

.85

0 15

10

.in

.45

3A

4

4A

5

3A*blA
4 x5

4 A x 6)4
5 x7

$1.00
1.00

L.25

1.25

#0.50

.50

.65

.65

Stereo Mounts

Size of mount, \\y2 x 7; color, Queen's Grey ; per 100, $0.45; per 50 #0.25

Souvenir Post-card Hangers
Consisting of six "slip in" embossed mounts, attached by ribbons, Either

vertical or horizontal Post-card opening

$0.25 G-l Vertical London Brown . . $0.25GH-1 Horizontal London Brown

GH-2 Horizontal Grey .25 G-2 Vertical Grey
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Kodak Card Mounts
Riviera Ash Grey and White

For Prints Size of Mount Per 100 Per 50 For Prints Size of Mount Per 100 Per 50

1)4x2
O v

> 7.
0.30 $0.15 3&x4)i 4)4 xSi'ii

lf8x2)4 3 x 3% .in .20 4 x5 5,' x6A .85 .45

2Xx2X ix3fs .40 .20 :;T4 x5)4 5 x7K .95 ..,ii

2Kx3K 3Yt x 4Yi .50 .25 4^x0)4 ; X8 l.in .70

2)4 x4K 4Ms x b3A x,:, .35 5 x7 7 x9 1 . 75

3)4x3)4 5 x 5 .65

Bevplane Carbon Black and Scotch Grey

For Prints Size of Mount Per 100 Per 50 For Prints Size of Mount Per 100 1', i- 5ll

1*8x2)4 3#x4# $0.60 $0.30 4x5 5)4 x 6)4 -,i 90 -n i i

2A*3A 1 x5 .GO .30 4 A 5& x s 1.55 .80

2)4 x4X 4K x 6 .80 .40 5 x 7 7 x 9 1.70 >.,

:i)4x3)4 5 x 5 .80 .40 2%x 7 4 x .90 .45

3Kx4K 5 xG .85 .45 3)4 x 12 5^8 x l:: , L.80 .90

3#x5)4 45x7 .90
.

The Marine London Brown and Ash Grey
Good heavy stock, embossed corded silk pattern, beveled edges

No.
For

Prints

Size of

Mount
P( r lun Pei 50 No.

1 01

Prints

Size of

Mount
Per LOO Pei i0

1

IA
>

3

2Mx3X
2)4 x4%
3)4x3)4
3Xx4K

4V& x bVs
4)4 xl\%
5)4x5)4

$0.95
1 mi

1.00

L.00

$0.50
.50

.50

.50

3A

4

4A

5

3% x blA
1 x.5

4&x654
5 x 7

b}ix 8

6x7

8 \ in

L.55

j. in

,65
.so

1.05

The Cascade Golden Brown and White

Heavy stock, beveled edges, linen finish, with heavy dark bordi i

No.
For

Prints

Size of

Mount
Pei LOO P( , ,n No.

~3A~
1

IA

5

For

Prints Mount
1', , inn P, , ,0

1

1 \

o

3

'

'

i\

I

1 A x 6

5 x 6

$1.10
1 .25

1.25

1.35

n ,5

.65

.65

.70

4KxG)4

5)ix7)4
G x7 L.65

2.20

J. 75

1.10

1.40

The Venice London Brown or English Grey
A

"

slip in
"

mount ; kid leather In,, I,

No. Opening L'er inn

$1.55

Per 50 No. ( ipening Pi , |nn Pei i

1-S 2 x 3 Square $0.80 ;; \ | Squai i $0 90

1-0 2 x :; Oval i ,5 ,80 3-0 :; \ I Oval i 30 ,90

1 \-s 2% x-1 Squai e I.7H 3 \-s :; xb}4 Square L.80 .'.hi

lA-O 2%x 1 Oval 1.7D .86 ;; \ -i> 3 x5!i Oval 1 -n .;m

2-S :; \ :: Square L70 ,86 1-S , Square 2.00 1 mi

2-( ) :; x. 3 Oval 1.70 l-i) , i ,i 2.00 l.i in

Two-color Enlargement Blanks

I Ion Brow n on oni idi \ li ( Irey on th<

No. Size Per 100 No.

C
D

Si/e Pei LOO

M

No. Pi i LOO

A

B

7 x '.i

8 x in

i ,,,

i 15

in 1

llxll

K

F

L6 x 20 13.50
8.00
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Kodak Trimming Boards

Made of hard wood,

with natural finish, have

fine quality steel blades

and are fitted with rule.

No. 1, capacity, 5 x 5

inches $0.40
No. 2, capacity, 7x7

inches .00

Transparent Trimming
Gauge (extra) . . .20

Printing Frames

Eastman's 3)4 x 3)4, opens two-thirds #0.25
Eastman's 3)4 x 4%, opens two-thirds 25
Eastman's 3% x 5)4, for films opens twu-t birds .25

Ditto, for plates 25

Eastman's 4x5, opens two-thirds 25
I. astman's 5 x 7, opens two-thirds .35
Eastman's B}4 x 12, for No. 4 Panoram Kodak opens in 3 sections . . . .75

Eastman's 2% x 7, for No. 1 Panoram Kodak opens in 2 sections . . . .30

Brownie Printing Frame, No. 1, for 2% x 2% Developing paper only . . .10

Brownie Printing Frame, No. 2, for 2% x 3% Developing paper only . . .15

Stereo Self-transposing Printing Frame, for making ?,% x 2)4 stereo prints
without cutting negatives apart 1.50

Developing Trays
"Bull's-Eye" Composition, 3)4 x 4y2 $0.12

"Bull's-Eye" Composition, 4x5 .15

"Bull's-Eye" Composition, 5 x 7 .25
"

Lull's-Eye" Composition, 3 x 8)4 .22

"Bull's-Eye" Composition, 4)4 x 14 50

Taper, 4x5 10

Paper, 5 x 7 15

Eastman Non-Breakable, 4x5 .20

Eastman Non-Breakable, 5x7 .25

Eastman Enameled, 4y% x 5y% ,25
Eastman Enameled, 7}){ x 7 r& .50

Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue

Mounts prints even on thin mounts without curl, no apparatus

being required just the tissue and a flat iron.

Size, 3)4 x 3)4, 3 dozen

:l+/x4}4/,3 dozen

Size, 3% x by2, 2 dozen

The Price

#0.10
.10

.10

Size, 4 x 5, 2 dozen . . . #0.10

Size, 4% x <j}4, 1 dozen ... .10

Size, 5 x 7, 1 dozen ... .10
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Flash- Light Material

The simplest and safest method of

making flash-light pictures is by means

of the Eastman Flash Sheets and Eastman

Flash Sheet Holder. The sheets burn

slowly, giving a broad, soft light, and not

startling the subject so as to give a staring
effect to the eyes.

The holder is a genuine innovation.

A spring finger holds the sheet in proper

position and it is lighted from the back

through an aperture provided for the

purpose. In this manner the holder is

always between the operator and the flash

sheet, and it may be held in the hand or

supported on a tripod, a socket being pro

vided for the latter purpose.
Flash cartridges are recommended only where absolutely instan

taneous exposures are required.
No. 1 Flash Sheets, per package of y2 dozen sheets, :; x I

No. 2 Flash Sheets, per package of J4 dozen sheets, 4 x 5 In

No. 3 Flash Sheets, per package of % dozen sheets, 5 x 7 .60

Eastman Flash Sheet Holder LOO

Eastman's Spreader Flash Cartridges, for use with pistol or fu^e (price includes both Fu e

and cap), per package of y2 dozen ,25

Eastman's Spreader Flash Cartridge pistol 50

Kastman's No. 1 Flash Cartridges, per package "I
'
dozen .GO

Ditto, Nn. 2 in

Ditto, No. 3 25

Dark Room Lamps
The Kodak Candle Lamp. This lamp is well made, collapsible,

of special tested ruby fabric, bound in metal frames.

No. 2 Kodak Dark Room Lamp. Oil burning, fitted with both

orange and ruby glass.
Kodak Candle Lam] $0.25
Extra Candles Foi same, pei dozen ,30
Nn. 2 kodak I). nl. I' Lamp I nn

Glass Dry Plates

Standard Extra Rapid
Size I r Doz.

3Ax3A
'

3Ax4A 15

3Kx5J6 65

l x r

4A*i\A 90

5x7 1-10

Lantern Slide Plates

Si.uh1.im1 < >i thonon

Size Per 1 to

3lAx4A

3Axuy2 so

1x5 B0

I1, n'-i 1.20

5x7 I in

i ni er Glass foi I .anti rn Slid 25

i ,anti 1 1> ! Hide I lihdi rs, pei pai kage, 50 tti ips u n

60
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Folding Pocket Kodak Tripod

Adapter No. 1

A simple and effective device for holding
either the No. 1 or No. IA Folding Pocket

Kodak on a tripod in either horizontal or

vertical position. Kodak may be reversed

without removing from the adapter.

F. P. K. Tripod Adapter No. 1 . . . #0.75

Eastman Tripod Brace

Out of doors, or indoors when the R. O. C. Tripod Truck is not

used, this is an excellent attachment for holding tripod legs in position.

Made entirely of metal, it can be instantly attached, and even when

tripod is lifted the legs cannot collapse or change their position.
Eastman Tripod Brace $1.00

R. O. C. Tripod Truck

For flash-light work, home por

traiture, in fact, any branch of indoor

photography, this truck is a very great

convenience. It holds the tripod legs

firmly in place and there is no danger
of slipping nor of tripod spikes mar

ring floors or rugs. Can be easily
moved on its castors to any part of

room, and folds up compactly when

not in use.

R. O. C. Tripod Truck No. 1 #1.00

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamps

These colors are the simplest of all to use, working especially
well with Velox. Prepared in twelve shades, in the form of paper

leaves, divided by perforations into small sections of proper size for

use and the leaves bound into neat booklets, each color being

preceded by a descriptive page.

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamps, complete booklet, 12 colors . . #0.25

Separate color leaves, two sheets

Set of 3 special brushes, per set
.50
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Kodak Chemicals

Perfect results cannot be uniformly obtained

without the use of pure chemicals. Our chemicals

are all carefully tested. We cannot afford to sell

impure chemicals ; you can afford to buy only the

purest chemicals.

Eastman's Special Developer Powders, per package 5 powders, in sealed

glass tubes #0.25

Eastman's Hydrochinon Developer Powders, per dozen .50

Ditto, per )4 dozen .'_'.">

Ditto, per package 5 powders, in sealed glass tubes .25

Eastman's Pyro Developer Powders, per dozen .50

Ditto, per )4 dozen 25

Ditto, per package 5 powders, in sealed glass tubes .25

Elon, per 1-ounce bottle .60

Hydrochinon, per 1-ounce bottle .15

Eastman's Permanent Crystal Pyro, per 1-ounce bottle ,20

Royal Re-developer, per package of C> tubes .75

Hypo Sulphite of Soda, pulverized, per pound ,08

Alum, powdered, per pound .10

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder, per poiiml | in l,:ige 25

Ditto, per )4 -pound package L6

Ditto, j^ -pound package .10

Eastman's Reducer (for reducing negatives and removing stains |, |"

of 5 tubes .'_'.')

Eastman Opaque No. 1, per tube ,25

Eastman 10 per cent., bromide Powders, per package 4 powders .... .05

Potassium Bromide, per ounce .Ill

Acetic Acid, 25 per cent., per pound bottle .18

Citric Acid, 4-ounce bottle .30

Solio Toning Solution, 8-ounce bottle 50

Solio Toning Solution, 4-ounce bottle (20 cents extra, post p.ml) . . ,:;i)

Solio Hardener, per 8-ounce bottle .35

Eastman's Tested Carbonate of Soda (desiccated), per 1-pouml bottle .20

Eastman's Tested Sulphite of Soda (desiccated), per 1-pound bottle . . .30

For Velox preparations, see page 53. For Tank Developer Chemicals, see page 1 1

Kodak Sundries

Eastman's PhotoPaste,3 oz.tube #0.

Ditto, 5-ounce tube ....

Eastman Thermometer ...

Thermometer Stirring Rod .

Eastman's Film < 'lips, .". ! . ini h,

per pair ( nickeled) ....

Ditto, 5-inch

Ditto, 7-inch

Kodak FilmClips, 5-inch (wood),

per pair

Finger Tips, set of 3 . . . .

Focusing Cloth, per yard . . .

Eastman Spotting Colors, per set
MouldedTumblei ( I rad.,2 oum e

MouldedTumblei Grad.,4 ounce

I >itto, s mm u e

1 Hun, in ounce

Ferrotype Plate, L0 x 1 I. light .

Ditto, 10 \ 1 t, heavy ....

Ditto, 18 x 24, heavy ....
1 1, l'rinl Roller, 2 x tiinch

i uUh'i roller, ni< keled i rame

Flexo Print Roller, I inch] ubber

roller, bi. h I. enameled I rame

man's Spei ial Squeegee,
8 in. li '. .

man's Spe< ial Squi
8-inch

15

.20

.80

.15

.20

.76

.:,d

l
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Developing and Printing

J4

U

ft" ft

2 U =

qT
No.

;:

Bull's- wnies, ft'
.
CO

o
^ SO "3

Finishing Kodak Car SCR
.5 M Ms* * fc4ip5 x

ft t3s;i

CO X

Wo

3 x .-
Owy

tridge films on 2 x 2 x ft^^l-' ft o'eoX
i i

Velox Paper 0\
ft.-*. IS ft -_ J X 10 -"5

a

ft
o |H "^S^2 -1 70-2 4)

CO 0.
d-*

a . .3
w

o
o O

6 6'* o ^ 11 ""
o

525

S3

Developing, Printing
and Mounting 1-Film
Cartridge .... $.90 $.95 $1.40 ,ii $1.50 $1.50 #1 .50 $1.50 $1.20

Developing and Print

ing, Unmounted . . .84 .89 1.28 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.40 Mil 1.05

Developing only, each .02 .03 .04 .06 .06 .00 .08 .IIS .10

Printing and Mounting
only, each .... .06 -06 .OS .08 .08 .IIS .10 .111 .12%

Printing, Unmounted

only, each .... .05% .055* .07 .07 .07 .07 .09 .09 .10

Developing, Printing
and Mounting, each .IIS .12 .12% .viy2 .12% .15 .15 .20

Developing and Print-

ing,Unmounted, each .07% .ns .11 .11% .\\A .11% .14 .11 .17%

Above prices cover Cartridges of 12 exposures for Pocket Kodak, No. 0 Folding, No. 1

Folding, No. IA Folding, No. IA Special, No. IA Speed, 3% x 3%, No. 3 Folding, No. 3 Special,
No. 4 Folding, and Nos. 2A, 2A F. P. and 3A Folding Brownies; 10 exposures for Nos. 3A, 3A

Special and 3B, and 6 exposures for No. 4A Folding, Speed Kodak and 5 x 7. No order executed

for less than 25 cents.

Brownie Camera, Stereo and Panoram Kodak

sizes, on Velox

Developing, Printing and Mounting 1-Film Car

tridge
Developing and Printing, Unmounted 1-Film

i iriridge
Developing only, each

Printing and Mounting only, each

Printing, Unmounted only, each

pa x

-II. ,11

.47

,03

.06

0 c

fc i* 3*

TtB CO

CM

oiOh
t

-U.70

.01

.01

.ns

.07

S x

$1.40

1.28
.OS

.16

.11

c oi

.-'

si. Ill

l-Vf
U IHN

oi. 2
. e

?S *

$1.50

l.io

IIS

.10

.09

Above price list is for one full roll as follows : 6 exposures No. 1 and No. 2 Brownie; 10

exposures No. 2 Stereo Brownie ; 6 exposures No. 1 Panoram, or 4 exposures No. 1 Panoram. No

order executed for less than 25 cents.

Prints are furnished unmounted in all cases, unless otherwise specified in order.

Unmounted prints on Double Weight
"

Velox will lie billed at mounted rates.

All prints are mounted with Kodak Dry MiMinting Tissue, and, therefore, do not curl.

Enlargements

Eacli Per Doz.

4A. xC.%, on card $0.35
('.% x K%, on card 50 o.oo

8 x 10, on card 75
Lantern Slides 50

No Extra charge for Sepia Tones

,n.i

Each

10 x 12, on card $1.00
II x 14, on card 1 .25

1 1 x 17, on card 1.50

Larger sizes in proportion
Small extra charge for double or ti iple mounting.

Where the kind of paper is not specified, we use our own judgment.
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Specimen Prints

A specimen photograph made with any Kodak (not larger than

4x5) will be sent to any address in the United States upon receipt

of four cents in stamps; No. 4A Folding Kodak, 4A Speed Kodak,

eight cents ; No. 4 Panoram Kodak, twenty cents.

Tourists

Travelers can always obtain fresh supplies of films at any of the following

addresses :

London Kodak, Limited, 57-01 Clerkenwell Road, E. C

60 Cheapside, E. C. ; 115 Oxford Street, W. ; 171-173 Regent Street, W. ;

40 Strand, W. C. ; 59 Brompton Road, S. W.

Liverpool Kodak, Limited, 90 Bold Street

Birmingham Kodak, Limited, 3 Victoria Square

Newcastle Kodak, Limited, 2 St. Nicholas Buildings

Glasgow Kodak, Limited, 72-74 Buchanan Street

Dublin Kodak, Limited, 89 Grafton Street

Paris . . . Kodak, Socidte' Anonyme Francaise, Avenue de 1'OpeVa 5 ; Place Vend&mi I

Lyons Kodak Socie'te' Anonyme Francaise, 20-28 Rue de la 1< .'- 1 >n I >l i 1 1 1 1 <

Lausanne Kodak Socie'te' Anonyme 13 Avenue de Tribunal Federal

Nice Kodak Socidtd Anonyme Franchise 34 Avenue de la Gare

Berlin . . Kodak Gesellschaft, m. b. II., Leip/.igerstrasse 114 ; Unter den Linden 20

Brussels Kodak, Limited, 30 Rue de l'Ecuyer ; ,r>9 Montagne de la Cour

Copenhagen Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade 1

Vienna Kodak C.escllschaft, m. b. H. 29 Gl

St. Petersburg I odak, Limited, Bolschaia K'onnuschenaia 19

Moscow Kodak, Limited, 15-16 Peti

Milan Kodak Societa Anonima ; 34 Corao Vittorio Emanule

Naples . Kodak Societa Anonima, 288 Via Roma

Melbourne Australian Kodak, Limited, 284 Collins Street

Sydney Australian Kodak, Limited, 379 George Street
Brisbane Australian Kodak, I imited, Ti Queen

Adelaide Australian Kodak, Limited, 37 Rundel Streel

Wellington Australian Kodak, Limited, 0 Mercer Street

Terms

The prices in this catalogue are strictly net, except to regulai
dealers who carry our goods in stock. For the convenience of our

customers we recommend that they make their purchases from a

dealer in photographic goods, as by so doing they can save both time

and express charges.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

ROCHESTER, N. V.
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